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.
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fact.

For millions

of years the great

whole has been

in action,

gradually developing out of the simplest animal forms the civilized
man with the ever richer soul-structure in his brain. Whatever

promotes
BAD.

this

work

is

The reason why

good, whatever obstructs or retards it, is
this progress is good is that the great All

That it is what in the ethical sense we
As modern psychological investigations show that " to

acts thus here on earth.
call good.

will" and " to act" are identical (see Ribot, Diseases of the Will),
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is good or right -which is the will of God," is true, and not the
theory of happiness and perfection. Our idea is that The Open
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PHYSIOLOGY. *
BY FELIX
•

L.

OSWALD, M.D.

Par^ XIV.

In the lower latitudes of the temperate zone the
short winter ends about the middle of March, and in the

course of the next following ten weeks the revival of
nature spreads from the gates of tropics to the borders
biological secret.

That progress

in the

home

is

The phenomenon

of perennial

the symbol of a

of life originated

summer, and only

in

the

course of successive ages the struggle for existence, on
a more and more crowded

soil,

forced plants and ani-

mals to colonize the regions of the higher latitudes.
Like the first spring-flowers that re-appear before the
return of the migratory birds, plants were probably the
pioneers of that northward (or rather pole-ward) migration.

Next came

birds; next reptiles

man

and mammals;

and the advent

of

per latitudes

a comparatively recent event.

is

in the winter-lands of the

a habitant of the snow-lands
half acclimatized.

Our

turn towards the sunnier

We

have

to mitigate the

as

indeed, as yet only

is,

instincts

up-

Man,

and day-dreams

still

homes of our forefathers.
uncongenial rigor of winter

by all sorts of artificial contrivances, and the moral
and physical characteristics of our early ancestors can
best be studied in the habits of the primitive natives of

the equatorial summer-lands.
Thrift can hardly have been a prominent virtue of

our semi-simian forefathers. The spontaneous abundance of a soil that produced perennial crops of tree-

and nuts, enabled its children to dispense
with habits of economic prudence. Even now such
habits are comparatively rare in the more fertile regions of the warmer latitudes. The negroes of the
lower Congo rarely think it worth while to till their
fruits, berries,

weed-encumbered

and in years of scant
crops eke out a living by fishing and berry-gathering.
The Veddahs, or forest-dwellers of the Ceylon coastplains, roam the woods like monkeys, living on such
vegetables and edible insects as the seasons happen to
provide. They build no houses, they wear no clothes
and approach the dwellings of their agricultural neighmaize-fields,

bors only in times of scarcity, but at sight of a stranger
* Copyrighted.
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the jungle with shrieks resembling the

Even

the wanderoo-ape.

in

Mexico

thousands of half-wild forest-nomads live from hand
to mouth, relying on luck to replenish their stomachs
before hard times reach the extreme of actual famine.
A colony of Swiss peasants in the state of Oaxaca
was frequently visited by mendicant delegations of
their shiftless neighbors, whose .wants they repeatedly
relieved by the simple expedient of laying in a store of
pasas seccas or wild grapes, dried and pressed like
layer-raisins.
"Why don't you put up a whole year's
supply of such stuff?" a well-meaning colonist asked
one of the improvident natives. " It wouldn't take 5'ou
much more than a couple of weeks, would it?" "Not
much, Senor," said the Indio; "but it would be hard
work, and times have got better now."
Thrift, though, develops in the more sterile parts
of the tropics as readily as in the frigid latitudes.

In

the foothills of the Atlas Mountains troops of natives

range the ravines in quest of edible gums ("manna"),
which they store in earthenware jars, together with
the produce of small hill-gardens, tilled and watered
with indefatigable perseverance. The Arabs of the
Soudan undertake trading-expeditions to the far highland of the upper Nile, and even to the west-coast of
the continent, braving hardships and deadliest climates

accumulating the means of modest innatives of the Canary Islands devote years of toil to their ideal of comfort in old age,
and in parsimony and mercantile shrewdness are said
The Turks
to surpass the wiliest Portuguese traders.
have a proverb, that "one Greek can outwit ten Moslems and one Armenian can cheat ten Greeks," and
Armenia in the next neighborhood of the torrid plains
in the

hope

of

dependence.

of

Western

The

Persia,

is,

indeed, a

home

of thrift in a

sense of the word rarely realized in the most merce-

nary households of the London Jewry or the closestfisted community of North Holland coast-traders.
"

Freedom," says an American

orator, " is a flower

that flourishes best in the snow;" and the liberty-love

mountaineers is as proverbial as their patriotism.
Freemen, however, are found in the burning plains of
Araby, as well as on the frosty mountains of Switzerland, and a study of international analogies would lead
of

to the far

pendejue

more

is

correct conclusion that the love of inde-

a characteristic of sparsely-settled countries.

THE OPEN
The

desert-dwellers of the Soudan, of Tartary, Afghan-

istan,

Western Mexico, and Patagonia, have preserved

COURT.

outdoor or indoor

life,

would seem

have biased the

to

secular as well as religious literature of

all

southland

their liberty as effectually as the highlanders of Scot-

nations.

Convents, with

their

habits

of

land and Montenegro, and the homes of independence
which, like social oases, are found here and there in

seclusion,

were nowhere

more numerous than

in

the midst of despotic empires, are nearly always either
thinly settled plains or specially inaccessible uplands.

The power

Czar has been for centuries defied
by the wild Cossacks of the Donian steppes. The
mountaineers of Luristan have never acknowledged
the authority of the Shah, and can rarely be induced
to pay even the nominal tribute promised by their
chief emir as the price of exemption from military
The highlanders of the Spanish Pyrenees
service.
of the

insist on the privilege of their fueros, or local
autonomies, which the lower provinces of the Peninsula
were forced to renounce centuries ago. The hillstill

tribes of

Wales have maintained

dence, and at this
resisting

moment

payment

the

of

tithes

established Anglican Church.

a similar indepen-

(July 1888) are
in

fiercely

support of the

The Hungarian

spirit

independence has always found its chief
strongholds among the half-nomadic herders of the
Pusta the great pastoral plain, extending from BudaPesth to the threshold of the Iron Gate. Ice, per se,
would seem to form a rather brittle bulwark of naIn the thickly settled lowlands
tional independence.
of Central Russia not freedom only, but the very desire of freedom, appears to have been stamped out by
ages of despotism. Overpopulation has tamed the
once stubborn mountaineer of the Silesian highlands;
the flower of freedom has ceased to " flourish in the
snow " of Finland and Poland. Still, the love of independence is a primitive and deep-rooted, the love of
industry a factitious and comparatively recent virtue.
of national

—

At every favorable opportunity the subjects of despotic
governments are apt to throw off their yoke and revert
to the freedom of the Juvenilis Mutidi, the golden age
of sheltering woodlands and free hunting-grounds. Industrial nations, on the other hand, continue to produce a considerable percentage of incurable idlers
"waiters on Providence," who prefer intermittent
distress to constant toil, and accept comfort only as
the free gift of Fortune. Such drones are found in
Russia and Canada, as well as in Spain, but are rather
rare in communities where self-help is the only
alternative of starvation.

With more
climate asserts
rationalism.

invariable distinctness the influence of
itself in

The

the contrast of mysticism and

skeptic Condorcet suggests that the

may have
consequent protests
against the spook-traditions Grandmother Church;
but a tendency to mysticism appears rather a natural
concomitant of a fervid climate, and irrespective of
enforced indoor-life of northern nations
favored mental activity and

its

enforced

Buddhist India, the birthland of monastic celibacy,
and the constant mental activity of millions of pundits
and enthusiasts resulted chiefly in vagaries: lucubrations nearly as worthless from a scientific point of
view as the recorded ravings of a lunatic convention.
With the exception of a few works on grammar and

—

rhetoric the vast literary treasure-halls of

Buddhism

and Brahmanism are filled chiefly with day dreams:
Biographies of imaginary kings, chronicles of imaginary
saints, travels in phantom-land, records of extravagantly absurd prodigies and miracles fancy running

—

riot

in

constant defiance of

common

The

sense.

Buddhist scriptures abound with supernaturalism to a
degree sufficient to surfeit a Spanish nunnery; but in
China the same religion already begins to sacrifice
myths to morals, and the Japanese Nahagathas, or
Buddhistic Protestants, have retained only the principle of pessimism, and regard the miracle-legends of
their orthodox brethren very much as a Unitarian
clergyman would regard the monk traditions of southern Italy.

Comparative mythology has clearly demonstrated
the Indian origin of Grecian polytheism; but in the

climate

of

Attica the seven

thousand gods

Brahmans were gradually reduced
and the freethought
rises to

of

of

the

to five or six dozen,

Diagoras and Lucretius often

the regions of pure pantheism, palliated by

prudential, rather than reverential, concessions to the

prejudices of influential conservatives.

The doctrine of Zerdusht (Zoroaster) is the parent
both of Judaism and Islam, but the Unitarian zeal of
the great Hebrew lawgiver and his Arabian successor
failed to eradicate the mythological tendency of their
followers, who in default of pantheon-sagas amused
their fancy with tales of ghins and angels, miraclestories and mysterious prophecies.
Prior to the advent of Mohammed the religion of his countrymen
seems to have been almost as fantastic as Brahmanism.
They worshipped an incarnation of the Moon, a
lunar spectre that had frequently visited the hills of

Yemen

and now and
was
supposed to indulge in such metamorphoses. On one
occasion
an ancestor of the prophet had been
frightened by a radiant bird that pursued him with
fierce screams, demanding a vow of celibacy, to prevent the birth of a boy destined to overthrow the
altars of the sun-priests. Stars, serpents, and demons,
were likewise apt to interfere in the concerns of mankind, and had to be propitiated with frequent gifts.
Those gifts are now reserved for the temples of
in the

form

of a white lioness,

then in the guise of a veiled

girl.

The

sun, too,

TME OPEN COURT.
Allah, but the hearts of the southland population have

offensive

remained with their idols, and in the night-camps of
the Bedouins ghost-legends and wonderland stories
are still as popular as in the times of their moon-wor-

the garb of the old mythology.

shiping forefathers.

The Hebrew

on the other hand, have assimtendencies of their adopted
homes. The ideal of monotheistic purism has been
most perfectly realized in the synagogues of North
America, certainly more perfectly than in any part of
ilated

exiles,

the rationalistic

ancient Palestine.
(To

lie

continufd.)

SHELLEY'S ATHEISM.
ALVAN
It
ist.

and

F.

SANEORNE.

was a popular fallacy that Shelley was an AtheLike most popular fallacies this is a half-truth,
half-truths

possess

an

astonishing

vitality.

Charles Dudley Warner, in the Princeton Review of

November

last, states

what he considers Shelley's

ligious position very clearly.

He

says: "

i-Ie

re-

did not

deny God, but he did deny the God of Christianity as
he understood Him." An Atheist denies God, and
may exist in a country where the Bible and Christianity have never been heard of.
There have been
such in all countries and ages.
That Shelley then was not an Atheist a very slight
study of his works will prove to us. Mr. Warner is
right, however, in saying that Shelley did deny the

God

Him, from

his

against was, notwithstanding, in

its

derstood solely to affect a creative Deity."

*'

is

with phantoms an unprofitable

And

in

mad

Invulnerable nothings."

the

same

—

spirit

in

his

early years entirely

uncontrolled, but

toward the end of his life, when the "Prometheus"
written, toned down and trained to do his bidding.
Here in the "Prometheus," what might be

was

is

idea:
"

"

affirmed, especially in the

life.
He had learned a great deal between the "Queen Mab" and "Prometheus Unbound,"
but the same fiery spirit of revolt animates both

keep

strife,

trance strike with our spirit's knife

In the "Conclusion" of the "Sensitive Plant"

most strongly

periods of his

the

is not dead, he doth not sleep
hath awakened from the dream of life

'Tis we, who, lost in stormy visions,

In his prose

"Necessity of Atheism,"
"Letter to Lord Ellenborough," "Letter on the Trial
of Richard Carlile," "Refutation of Deism," and "Proposal for a Religious Association." This hostility is
naturally a less conspicuous and more subtle element
in his poetry.
Here it is sometimes necessary to read
between the lines to discover it, but it is never lacking.
He wrote three great poems of revolt: "Queen Mab,"
"The Revolt of Islam," and "Prometheus Unbound."
These are interesting as showing the different forms
with which he clothed his hostility at three different

in

Peace, Peace! he

He

It is

a modest creed, and yet

Pleasant,

works, the real hostility to Christianity

So

"The erroneous

and degrading idea which men have conceived of a
Supreme Being, for instance, is spoken against, but
not the Supreme Being itself." This same preface
would have applied equally well to "Prometheus Unbound," where Zeus stands for the ^'erroneous and degrading ideas which men have conceived of a Supreme
Being, not the Supreme Being itself," nor as Mr.
Warner would have us believe for "Anarchy."
Those men who at the beginning of the century rejected Christianity were for the most part materialists.
We would naturally expect Shelley to take sides with
them. But in a letter to Horatio Smith he says:
"I agree with him [referring to Moore], that the
French and material philosophy are as false as they
He was a firm believer in Berkeley's
are pernicious."
theory, and in "Hellas" he puts into the mouth of
Ahasuerus a poetic version of it. In other poems we
find the same thing stated in more general and less
philosophical terms. Thus in " Adonais ":

general features

that accepted by the church at the time.

disguised beneath

That he might not be

preface to the "Revolt of Islam":

much though as he underown study of the Bible, but as he

understood the theologians to understand him. It
cannot be denied that Shelley often quite misunderstood the theologians, but the religion he protested

is skilfully

looked on as an Atheist (in the true sense of the term),
Shelley took the precaution of appending a note to
that verse of "Queen Mab" beginning, "There is no
God," etc. "This negation," he says, "must be un-

of Christianity, not so

stood

boldly stated,

if

if

one considers

it.

To own

that death itself

Like

the rest, a mockery.

all

must

be,

That garden sweet, that lady fair,
And all sweet shapes and odors there,
In truth, have never passed away:
'Tis we,

'tis

ours are changed! not they."

That these verses are not mere freaks of fancy, but
sound convictions, he tells us in the essay " On Life."
" I confess that I am one of those who am unable to
refuse

my

ophers,

ceived

.

assent to the conclusions of those philos-

who
.

.

.

assert that nothing exists but as

Those who are subject

it is

per-

to the state of rev-

erie feel as if their nature were dissolved into the surrounding universe, or as if the surrounding universe
were absorbed into their being. They are conscious
of no distinction. And these are states which precede,
or accompany, or follow an unusually intense and vivid
apprehension of life." Shelley confesses in another
part of this essay that he was for a very short time captivated by materialism, a system which he says allows
its disciples to talk and dispenses them from think-

1

THK OREN

190

ing."

This

Shelley

of course, true.

is,

own philosophy.

historian of his

It

COURT.
when
Is

the moon over the ocean's line
spreading the locks of her bright gray hair!

O

that a chariot of a cloud

the best

is

true so far as

is

*'

is concerned, but materialism never got
the slightest hold on \ns poetry. " Queen Mab," which

his philosophy

own admission

represents by his

his immaturity, has

As a poet he is from first to last a
His poetry was not and could not
be materialistic, because it was not in the nature of
the man. The nature which would not permit him to
nothing of

it.

transcendentalist.

remain a materialistic philosopher, made his poetry
immaterial and spiritual, even for the brief time that
he was a materialistic philosopher. And it took only
a

little

I

He

breaks

He

mained.

At once he
"

trembled
In the garden the field,
Like a doe in
As the compi
.

i

id panted with bliss

<

:

2

I

window

by the

loses,

the

poem always

He

it.

re-

sitting in

Italian

his

of

is

villa.

himself in ecstacy:

pant for the music which

My

heart in

its thirst is

gasp,

I

I

faint,

till

they

" Let me'drink of the
More,
It

is divine.

a dying flower;

O

more!

—

I

wake

again.

sweet sound;

spirit of that

am

thirstmg

yet;

loosens the serpent which care has bound

Upon my heart, to stifle it;
The dissolving strain, through every
Passes into

How

my heart

vein,

and brain."

his spirit burns itself with unutterable desire

which

is itself unutterable!
"Alastor" is the
wail of passionate longing never satisfied. " Epipsychid-

for that

ion" is the plaint of a spirit chained
full view of the glories of Heaven.
It

is

and pleasure; pleasure

pain because of

the bonds.

the wilderness,

Thus

Pour forth the sound like enchanted wine,
Loosen the notes in a silver shower;
Like a herbless plain for the gentle rain,

fiery,

spirit:

—

—

Strains of uncertain music float in from the distance.

Shelley was hardly of this earth earthy.

quivering

—

utter despair of giving vent to

off in

could never finish

the twilight

while for poetry and philosophy to become in-

I can
disembodied spirit. He
is the most spiritual of the poets, in that he more than
any other has attempted (how vainly, but how beautifully!) to " express the unutterable."
His life was
one vast uninterrupted yearning after the infinite, an
incessant hungering and thirsting after righteousness.
His life and his poetry are one. He is walking in the
garden. There in the exquisitely delicate and fragile
sensitive plant, he sees the embodiment of his own

were mine!
on the waves of the billowy wind
the rocky lake.

sail

the yearning within him.

dissolubly and indistinguishably blended.

think of him only as a

would

To the mountain peak and
— — —
And the

The

in the

closing lines

sight,

fast to earth in

mingled pain

show the

intensity of

anguish.

with love's sweet want,

"

sitive-Plant.

The winged words on which my

soul

would pierce

Into the heights of love's rare universe.

even like Love, its deep heart is
desires what it has not, the beautiful!"
loves,

It

It

Are chains of lead around

full,

I

He is roaming aimlessly through the fields, lost in
deep reverie. Suddenly the song of the skylark startles him
the skylark that seems fairly to float in its
own swelling music, so prodigal is it of its melody.
Shelley feels his own impotence:

—

" Teach

me

The world should

listen

then as

I

am

read; and feel as Shelley

cool breeze

upon

his forehead.

listening

felt.

It

now."

He

feels the

does not soothe

him, for at once he longs to soar upon the wings of
the west wind:
'

O

lift

me

"

fall

Make me thy lyre even as the forest is:
what if my leaves are falling like its ownl
The tumult of thy mighty harmonies
Will take from both a deep, autumnal tone,
Sweet though in sadness. Be thou, spirit fierce.

My

spiriti

Be thou me, impetuous

onel "

His eye is arrested by the scudding cloud. It is
enough; the storm-cloud must be his chariot, and he
must career through space. He cries out:
"

O

sink,

I

tremble,

I

fire.

expire!"

The moth that rushes into the flame it loves, only
down with singed wings is a favorite illustra-

to fall

tion of Shelley's.
self does.

It

is

It is a

a

what he himdream of the ful-

true picture of

common

thing to

which we know to be hopeless.
are we overwhelmed, first with a
feeling of bewilderment, and then of utter desolation!
So Shelley falls down, temporarily despairing, but
with hands still outstretched to clasp the fleeting
vision of ineffable beauty of which he has had soulthrilling glimpses.
As we shall see later, there is this
difference between Shelley and the dreamer: Shelley
fillment of

desires

believes the vision will return.

In what does Shelley find or try to find, the satis-

as a wave, a leaf, a cloudl

upon the thorns of life; I bleedl
A heavy weight of hours has chained and bowed
One too like thee, tameless, and swift, and proud.
I

I

of

Upon awaking how

half the gladness

That thy brain must know.
Such harmonious madness
From m.y lips would flow,

We

pant,

its flight

that a chariot of a cloud were minel
of cloud which the wild tempest \

faction of this yearning?

In Pantheism.
theism for the lack of a better name. Yet

I

say Pan-

of very
use to attempt to assign a poet to any of the
philosophical schools.
Christianity as he understood
it, repelled him; materialism could not satisfy him, and
it is

little

made

God

His yearning was
Nothing else could
"In the language of reason," he said, "God
suffice.
and Universe are synonymous." In the "Zucca," a
poem very seldom read, he expresses his Pantheistic
so he

his

the Universe.

the yearning for the Universal.

creed.
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loved

—O

mean

no, I

—

— — —

and trees, and streams, and all things common.
In music, and the sweet unconscious tone
Of animals, and voices which are human,
Meant to express me feelings of their own;
In winds,

d fare smile of woman,
and in the grass fresh shown,

In the soft motions
In flowers

Or dying in
Adore thee

The

best

and

les

:s,

,— I

commentary upon

lost."

this point is Shelley's

complete works. It is the only satisfactory one. I
however, three verses from "Adonais" as
one of the best illustrations of his Pantheism.

will quote,

"

Nor

let

us

weep

that our delight

is fled

Far from these carrion kites that scream below;
He wakes or sleeps with the enduring dead;
Thou canst not soar where he is sitting now.
Dust to the dust! but the pure spirit shall flow
Back to the burning fountain whence it came,
A portion of the Eternal, which must glow
Through time and change, unquenchably the same,
Whilst thy cold embers choke the sordid hearth of shame.

He is made one with Nature; there is heard
His voice in all her music, from the moan
Of thunder, to the song of night's sweet bird;
He is a presence to be felt and known.
In darkness and in light, from herb and stone
Spreading itself where'er that power may move
Which has withdrawn his being to its own;
Which wields the world with never wearied love,
Sustains it from beneath, and kindles it above.
"

"

He

is

His part, while the one

Sweeps through the

lovely:

Sad? perhaps

all

so.

which they contain

We live, and
move, and think, but we are not the creators of our
own origin and existence. We are not the arbiters
of every motion of our own complicated nature; we
are not the masters of our own imaginations and
moods of mental being. There is a power by which
we are surrounded, like the atmosphere in which some
motionless lyre is suspended, which visits with its
breath our silent chords at will. This power is God;
and those who have seen God have, in the period of
their purer and more perfect nature, been harmonized

far Shelley

is

not Atheism.

But with what does man's
he doth bear

a Universal Presence,it

Spirit's plastic stress

Unsatisfactory?

it

it

was a Pantheist, but

worth, he was more than a Pantheist.

is this

With
Pres-

I

vowed

To

Words-

This world from

Was

he a Theist?
I dare not say that he was any more than I dare
say Wordsworth was. But as with Wordsworth, so
with Shelley, this God, this Universal became a
Presence (that was Wordsworth's word, he never says
person), a presence with which he held communion,
sweet communion, and which brooded over him. It
is a beautiful conception and it underlies all his best
work. In the essay "On Love," a prose piece, though
it reads almost like poetry, he has the following:
"There is eloquence in the tongueless wind, and a
melody in the flowing brook and the nestling of the
reeds beside them, which by their inconceivable relation to something within the soul, awaken the spirit to
a dance of breathless rapture, and bring tears of mysterious tenderness to the eyes like the enthusiasm of

what

that I would dedicate my powers
thee and thine— have I not kept the vow?
With beating heart and streaming eyes, even now
I call the phantoms of a thousand hours
Each from his voiceless grave: they have in visioned bowers
of studious zeal or love's delight
Outwatched with me the envious night:
They know that never joy illumed my brow.
Unlinked with hope that thou wouldst free

"

a blessed

like

— but

Wordsworth was satisfied with the Presence.
Shelley names it. It is the Spirit of Love and Beauty.

maty be. But

who has found

commune?

spirit

is true,

ence?

refuge.

So

of beautiful

intercourse with the Universal God.

Surely that

dull

not the only one

—

communion with
or majestic, some

his species, deriving, from the

by their own will to so exquisite a consentaneity of
power as to give forth divinest melody, when the
breath of Universal Being sweeps over their frame."

dense world, compelling there
All new successions to the forms they wear.
Torturing th' unwilling dross that checks its flight
To its own likeness, as each mass may bear;
And bursting in its beauty and its might
From trees and beasts and men, into the Heavens* light."

is

among

a portion of the loveliness

Which once he made more

Shelley

you alone."
The same idea is more fully developed in the
"Essay on Christianity": "Whoever is free from the
contamination of luxury and license, maj^ go forth to
the fields and to the woods, inhaling joyous renovations from the breath of spring, or catching from the
odors and sounds of autumn some diviner mood of
sweetest sadness, which improves the softened heart.
Whosoever is no deceiver or destroyer of his fellowmen no liar, no flatterer, no murderer may walk

—

the most

lament thee

present.

1191

to

—

*
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patriotic success or the voice of one beloved singing

not one of ye,
Or any earthly one, though ye are dear
As human heart to human heart may be;
I loved, I know not what
but this low sphere,
And all that it contains, contains not thee.
Thou, whom, seen nowhere, I feel everywhere.
From heaven, and earth, and all that in them are.
Veiled art thou like a
star,

I

its

dark slavery.

That thou, O awful Loveliness,
Wouldst give whate'er these words cannot express."

Love

is

the only deathless thing:

" For love and beauty and delight
There is no death nor change: their

Might exceeds our organs which endure

No

light,

Shelley's

being themselves obscure."

God

then

is

not so very different from the

God of the Bible after all, for is it not written that
" God is Love? "
Shelley's God is Love; his Uni-

Had

been his underhe would never have
Sometimes he makes
raised his voice in opposition.
more prominent the idea of love, sometimes the idea
In " Rosalind and Helen," in the " Revolt
of beauty.

versal

is

universal Love.

standing of the

of

Islam," in

bound,"

it

is

God

this

of the Bible,

in

"Prometheus Un-

Love

that the spirit ap-

"Queen Mab,"
as Universal
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While in the " Hymn to Intellectual Beauty,"
"Alastor," "Epipsychidion," " Adonais," and "The

sympathy

Sensitive Plant," he puts beauty in the foreground.

ation, not nearly so essential in the case of Shelley as

But in them all it is the same spirit, for to Shelley's
mind beauty and love are one from all eternity, and
can no more exist apart than the inside and the out-

leys:

side of a curve.

protest; his colaborer

The ever-fleeting vision in "Alastor," is the Spirit
" Epipsychidion " fell dead
of Love and Beauty.
from the press. Not a copy of it was sold, because

and Manfred.

pears.

men

could not grasp this conception of Shelley's. He
knew it must be so; the dedication contains these
lines:
"

My Song I fear that thou wilt find but few
Who fitly shall conceive thy reasoning:
of such hard matter dost thou entertain."

the nature of the

God he

"It

is

an

is optimistic, not pessimistic.
He is a most
sanguine reformer.
There's a good time coming,' is
the burden of his message. This faith is something
marvelous, more marvelous perhaps than the faith he
derided as superstition. There is more of credulity
'

He

his childish faith that they can be grasped.

he has attempted time and again

It

eitherof philosophy or theology, it
all

that

I

know.

maybe very defective

losopher or a theologian.

Those who are

with his beliefs

course, other things being

These transcendental

Some may

of

in

sympathy

done a noble work.
work outside the

seers have

regret that they did their

They have nevertheless

pale of the church.

heritage to the church which
to appreciate.

soon,

It

we

it is

left

a

only just beginning

has at last ceased to slander them.
accord them the praise they de-

trust,

MONISM AND RELIGION.
BY

A REJOINDER.

D.

THEOPHILUS.

With Editorial Remarks*
II.

The

religion

and monism

in

which E. P. Powell

is

interested,

apparently differ essentially from the monism and religion of

which the editor

new dress
monism also

in a

is

Mr. Powell's religion

exponent.

— the old

religion with a

is

the old one

new nomenclature.

And

turns out to be simply dualism in disguise.
His essay appears to derive its plausibility as an argument
against the one it criticises, solely by virtue of the vagueness and
confusion of meaning attached to the two chief terms employed,
namely, religion and science.
In the use of both of these words, he has deemed fit to deviate
widely from the best historic precedents in giving them such sense
as suited his own purpose.
Indeed, he does not seem to draw any
distinction between the two.
Religion is science, and science is

his

They

religion.

are, apparently,

with him synonymous terms.

It

is manifest that it is by virtue of this confusion or identification of
terms that he is enabled to give the direct negative to my statement, viz., that science and religion have been antagonistic. He

says,

"no

essential

religion exists to-day or ever did exist

science."

And

in

support of this

we

which was not

are referred to

Egyptian, Indian, and Assyrian legends about the origin of -the
world and the creation of things. The writer not only identifies
religion with science, but makes the latter synonymous with
legends, myths, beliefs, opinions, or speculations of the uncritical
ages.

The attachment

of such a signification to the

unwarrantable, unless at

word science

is

he forewarned us of his intention
to use it in that sense.
That he did not do, and for good reason,
doubtless, for had he done so, the inconsequential character of his
reasoning would be rendered thereby conspicuous, which is simply
^

least,

Lack of space prevents us from writing an
this Rejoinder.

will,

transcendental brotherhood of

the

Coleridge and Wordsworth, of Carlyle and Emerson.

to slake his thirst

Shelley was a poet and not a phi-

much at variance with reThe constructive Shel-

with conceptions as

ceived theology as Shelley's.

for beauty in mind-fabricated mirages,

for

the constructive

destructive Shelley was the Shelley of

hands was to a certain extent deserved. There
was no destructive Wordsworth, and so Wordsworth
was not theologically hated, although his poetry was

Though

and has found
only the hot sands of the desert when he touched his
lips to them; yet he fully believes that sometime,
somewhere, the living stream of perfect Love and
Beauty will flow for the satisfying of the soul. The
last two books of " Queen Mab," his first important
poem, are given up to a glorification of the future.
The last act of " Prometheus Unbound," the work of
his maturer years, is one vast hallelujah over the
triumphs of Love. This is not denying sadness in
his poetry.
His poems are sad but not pessimistic.
They are sad because they are optimistic, sad because
the glorious future of which he feels assured and for
which he is hungering and thirsting, seems now so
very far away, so very unattainable. The appetite is
a present one; its satisfaction is far removed. A teviporary despair is the natural result.
To summarize then: Shelley protested against
Christianity as it was taught, and made his God the
Universal; with this Universal, which he named the
Spirit of Love and Beauty, he held sweet communion.
He firmly believed in its complete ultimate triumph.
It is not my purpose to defend his creed.
I am satisfied if I have made it reasonably plain.
As a system,

There were two Shel-

at his

serve.

up

this

hated by the church, though few perhaps will care to
deny that the chastisement which the church received

ever-receding colors of the rainbow, and he never gives

is like

But

keen appreci-

was the Lord Byron of Cain
was the unreasoning, indiscriminate
the destructive Shelley that made him

violence of

It will

at times.

The

Shelley.

the child running after the

it

to a

the destructive Shelley, and

ley belonged to

worships, Shelley's

poetry

in

by no means essential

is

as in the case of Wordsworth.

filled

In a letter to John Gisborne, he says:
idealized history of my life and feelings."

From

equal, get most enjoyment from his poetry.

insertions

The

editorial article

necessary replications will appear as parenthetical

marked by hanging

indentations.

THE OPEN
religion

this:

not opposed

is

to science, that is to say, to beliefs,

of such reasoning manifestly rests on the pre-

sumption that science,

argument

will

If

are not prepared to grant

then the

this,

have neither force nor even meaning.

Assuming the

we

identity of religion
if,

and

science,

however, they did

he says, they
con-

conflict, the

are told, was merely a conflict between science and science,

between an older and a later science.
[Mr. Powell,

we

understand, identifies science and religion in so

were based on the scientific notions
of those times.
The advancement of science has altered our
religious beliefs also, and if new scientific discoveries force our
philosophers to remodel our conception of the world, our religious attitudes will have to be remodeled again, for man's
religion is based upon his conception of the world, or as Mr.
Powell expresses it, religion is science plus reverence. Ed.]

Suppose for the moment
this, that

mere question

What

be granted.

this

the point in dispute would reduce

follows?

itself

into a

and proofs. The antagonism would be
that between the Ptolemaic and Coperni-

of evidences

of a similar character to

and the number of persons capable of taking part or
pronouncing upon it, would be equally as exclusive
and select. The point at issue would be a mere question of gathering, sifting and systematizing facts, and verifying hypotheses: a
matter of concern to the learned and competent only the trained
and disciplined intellects. What then becomes of the idea of the
universality of religion; the statement that it is an ultimate fact* of
human nature? And, besides, such a consequence is opposed to
actual facts.
Religion has been a matter of concern to the uncultivated, and not to the learned.
And that is not all, but the ratio of
zeal for and interest in religion have been in inverse proportion to
culture; whereas in the case of science the order is reversed.
The
ratio of interest in the latter has been in direct proportion to the
degree of culture. The more the culture the more the devotion to
science.
Thus, the conclusion logically deduced from the given
premises that religion was merely a science and in conflict with
can

theories,

interest in, or

—

—

another science

—

All this

tained.

[The inverse

is

at variance with actual facts inductively ob-

however by the way.

is

ratio

obvious that

it

cannot be the religious sentiments; the

can collide with the notions of modern
And Mr. Powell is right when declaring that the
between religion and science means whether we are
bound to believe the scientific conceptions of 2,000 and of
4,000 years ago or those of to-day;" and certainly the difiference
between the old creeds of supernaturalistic religion and the
monistic aspect of religion is like that between the Ptolomaic
and Copernican theories.
religious notions only
science.

'

conflict

'

[Religion in the sense defined by
(not an ultimate fact) of

guage,
refuted

Ed.]

a speaking being.

The Open Court

human

The word
to

its

must be reserved

science, as used in

my

nature just as

science, and art are.
by producing people who are

reason,

unreasonable, or irreligious; for every

is

much

a fact
as lan-

This fact cannot be
relatively unscientific,

man

is

(not absolutely,

article, is limited in

usual accepted sense of exact or systematic

for

meaning

knowledge:

knowledge obtained through the processes of observation, experiment, reasoning, and verification; as opposed to opinion, tradition,
fancy, or information, accepted on authority

The only

knowledge.

limited sense,

its

— unsifted or uncritical

extension of meaning that
is

in

making

it

is

allowed

it,

be-

embrace the word philosophy

as well as science in the restricted sense.

From
dition,

this limitation, all so-called

or opinion,

legends,

just the very kind of

all

knowledge involved in traknowledge is excluded;

uncritical

knowledge which

my

opponent, contrary to

universal usage and the plain import of the language of the essay,

makes

it

include.

The

result

is

that a large portion of his article, considered as

an argument against positions advanced in my own, is irrelevant,
and therefore inconclusive.
[Mr. Theophilus apparently overlooks the fact that much so-called
scientific knowledge of to-day is fancy, tradition, and unsifted
Science is
or uncritical knowledge, accepted on authority.
It seems as if Mr.
rather the search for truth than truth itself.
Theophilus believes that the science of to-day is in possession
of absolute truth, while religion in his

mind appears

to

be the

incorporation of unmixed superstition.

must needs be superstition, how strange would it be
and philosophers, as Kepler, Copernicus,
Most of them (as Kepler and
Kant, have been religious.
Kant) have been religious in the broader sense of the word.
results
of
their labor not with a disinterlooked
upon
the
They
ested indiff^erence, but with awe, reverence, and admiration for
the grandeur of the cosmical laws they had investigated. Other
scientists have been religious in the narrowest sense of the word.
Newton, for instance, was a most narrow-minded Wesleyan, and
not only believed many absurdities, but also defended them publicly in books; imagining that his renown as a theologian would

[If religion

that most scientists

eclipse that of a mathematician.
[Prof.

Mach's

article in Nos. 46

and 48 of

The Open Court, shows

that our most scientific ideas of to-day are evolved from the

crudest notions of past ages.

between religion and culture of which Mr.
Theophilus speaks, is true enough if religion means idolatry
and superstition. If religion comes in conflict with science,
it

is

serious portion of this paper

science respectively.

yond

far as the religions of yore

Plainly

The more

belief, or legend, as well as religion, are syn-

we

could not be antagonistic:
flict,

man

fact, that

the examination of the nature, sphere, and limits of religion and

The cogency
terms.

"93

All these properties are necessary consequents of the

tistic.

were both
based upon and interwoven with such legends or speculations about
the origin of the world and its c intents.
legends, or traditions, for all ancient forms of religion

onymous

COURT.

They

are the very

same ideas

you please their descendants), only modified by transformation and adaptation.
[In connection with our replicatory remarks, we advise the
reader to compare the review of Prof. A. Weber's pamphlet.
" Die Religion als Wille zum Ewigen Leben," on page 1195 of
(or

this

if

number.

Ed.]

my opponent and myself turns
upon the use of the two words religion and science. Can they
be employed interchangeably? Is religion science, or science religion?
To these questions I answer in the negative. I hold that
The main

contention between

they represent perfectly distinct ideas, and are differentiated, the

one from the other, by a sharp contrast.
Let us hold them up over against each other and mark a few
A scientific knowledge is a cogof their characteristic features.
nitive act or process

pure and simple, and nothing

ing things, or parts of things,

in their relations;

else.

It is see-

the things them-

selves as things, or as affecting the knower, are, for the time being,

ar-

ignored.
Science is absolutely disinterested: it has nothing whatIts end is gained
ever to do with one's sympathies or antipathies.

an expression which should be avoided. Facts are
either veritable facts or they are false. A discrimination between primitive, ultimate, or any other facts is just as untenable as between ultimate,
final, and other causes.
Ed,

when you have determined the relations of an object to its surroundings when you have known the conditions or laws of its ex-

but relatively) moral, reasonable,

Ul

ate

fact"

is

scientific, religious,

and

—

istence.

1
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if it means anything,
must be impartial and unbiased in the investigaBut it does not mean that it does not affect the
feelings of the scientist, or that it destroys his sympathies and
antipathies.
On the contrary, it can not be doubted that his
emotional faculties are educated and refined by his labor and

['Science

is

absolutely disinterested,' means,

COURT.
and were studied on their own account; then
chemistry, and astrology became astronomy.

jects of cognition,

that science

alchemy

tion of truth.

[Mr. Theophilus misrepresents alchemy as well as chemistry, astrol-

The

the results of his labor.

only illumine the head,

it

investigation of truth does not

Ed.]

also purifies the heart.

lost itself in

A

ogy as well as astronomy.

true scientist,

true,

is

it

studies

nature solely for the purpose of investigating the truth, but at
the

same

time,

the end of

all

it is

well known, that knowledge

science

is

to

make man

free

is

And

power.

and powerful. There

have been many alchemists and astrologers who were, subjectively considered, as true scientists as they could be.

Religion, too, as

an intellectual

basis,

I

pointed out in the former essay, rests upon

it

recognizes the existence of an agent or a

whom mankind

can enter into relationship. But
the knowledge of the simple objectivity of this being and its ex-

personality, with

ternal relations,
It is

of

is

not what

is

sought

for, as in

the case in science.

an object of concern to the believer or knower, solely by virtue
supposed power to affect the feelings. Practically, in re-

[Supernaturalism and dualism, but not religion, can be classed
with alchemy and astrology.
Strauss and Feuerbach, whose
authority Mr. Theophilus erroneously claims to be in his favor,
employ the word religion in a quite different sense. Strauss
says, (" Der alte und der neue Glaube," p. 182): " Limitation
or transforrnation

is

not annihilation.

its

ligion

the cognitive element

scarcely present,

is

vaguest form; the emotional having absorbed
cognition might be traced

somewhat

except in the
Its

all.

origin in

thus: the unaccountability of

man had

the various processes of nature with which

to contend,

probably suggested to him, while in search for a cause, the existence of an agent or a personality like himself. In so far as our

supposed primitive man was seeking for a cause of phenomena, he
was simply a sort of crude man of science. He was merely exerFor he had not
cising an intellectual act: he was not yet religious.
yet discovered a religious object.

The mere

search after an ex-

planation of things could not constitute such object.

But the moment he gave up the quest

after

knowledge and

cut the Gordian knot of research, by substituting an agent or a

power and a will, an agent made after his own
and placed it, thus made, above, under, or in the essence
of things, as an object for the feelings to play upon; he has clearly
overstepped the boundary of cognition, and is fairly within the
domain of religion.
The object presented by religion to the cognitive faculty is of
such a character that its entire interest is centred, not in itself or
its objective relations, but solely in its supposed power or virtue to
personality with a
likeness,

put forth energy either to the advantage or disadvantage of the believer or knower.

And

ference from science.

herein,
It

is

I

repeat, lies

its

characteristic dif-

simply an object created by the im-

agination for the feelings to act upon,

and not

for the intellect to

know.
In this respect religion has exact analogies in such speculations

The

ob-

of value

and

or practices as alchemy, astrology, magic, and witchcraft.
ject for

mental apprehension

in

each of the

latter

was

mere objective existence, obeying
and behaving in certain ways, but by reason of the ocpower or virtue it was supposed to possess, to affect the cog-

interest to the devotee, not as a

what
from

has been to our fathers; but

it

this fact that

of all religion remains,

pendence.' *

extinct in us.

it is

which

is

'

the

Whether we say God

Religion is not to us
it cannot be concluded
At any rate the essence
feeling of absolute de-

or Universe,

[Feuerbach has succeeded

in

mere passive

power

presumed

to convert other metals into gold.

The

stars

were contemplated, not

to gain

knowledge of their

and from that moment religion will be to you a dead letter. The
entire domain of possible cognition is now occupied by science, and
religion will have no place within human consciousness, metaphorically speaking, to rest the sole of her foot.

[This statement
ligious

'

["Unknown

correct from the agnostic standpoint,

is

means

'

superstitious'

cause or causes

of

and nothing but

phenomena"

much dualism

as the other.

an expression

has no place

Monism knows nothing

such a transcendent or mysterious causality.

Ed.]

{To be concluded.')

the so-called spiritualism of the present day.

And

precisely of a like character

is

A PARABLE.

the object of religious

knowledge.

It has been of interest to mankind, solely by virtue of
supposed power to control the world and order human destiny.
Deprive it of this characterization, and then religion as a fact ceases

to exist.

When

alchemy and astrology were discredited as gold-producing
and fortune-telling processes, both words and ideas lost their hold
on mankind. As soon as metals and stars became disinterested ob-

re-

in

an unknowable something or unknowable somethings, either behind or hidden within nature, must
be supposed to cause natural phenomena, (in a similar way
as Zeus has been supposed to cause thunder and lightning,)
we may just as well look upon these " unknown causes of phenomena," as being personal agents, for the one view is just
as

its

'

If

destiny.
Its

if

that.

is
it

laws, but simply on account of their supposed influence over

human
And a knowledge of magic and witchcraft was valued for
command over evil spirits. The same holds good in the case of

ob-

feeling,

Precisely the same result must happen in the case of religion.
Take from the object its personality and its capacity to create and
govern, and reduce it to an unknown cause or causes of phenomena,

positive science.

metals were studied not with a view of learning their in-

He

and lays
all stress upon man's activity raised by his feeling of depend"
Feuerbach justly deence.
Strauss says of him (p. 137),
clares that the origin, indeed the main essence of religion is
man's want (Wunsch). If man did not want anything he
would have no gods. What man wants to be, but what he is
Religion, therefore, is not only the denot becomes his god.
pendence in which he finds himself, but religion originates
from his want to react against, to deliver himself from, this
dependence. Mere dependence would depress and annihilate
him.
He must protect himself from it, he must try to gain
breath and freedom of action." Ed.]

jects to the idea that religion is a

cult

The

abso-

deepening Schleiermacher's definition

often used by agnostic philosophers, but

trinsic character, laws, or relations, but because of their

feel

that religion is the feeling of absolute dependence.

certain laws

nizing subject.

we

dependent upon the one as well as the other."

lutely

LOUIS BELROSE,

A

certain

Of

all

JR.

farm had long been deemed the best

the country round; but war, neglect,

And folly joining, fields that once were decked
With plenty turned to swamp where vile weeds pressed.
Schleiermacher's

definiti(

of

¥

THE ORKN
And

many brothers who possessed
With minds like many ways that intersect;
All one in will to mend the fortune wrecked,

But

they were

differing

each from

all in all

ion on these subjects.

And one

human mind.

With time and

and

toil.

renew the

soil.
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Alfred Weber, Professor of Philosophy at the University of

most general and essential
features as Will.
It is the will to live on and to live eternally.
Man has religion because he dies; he wants to know whether
and how he can live after death; he wants to conquer death and
this want produces religion.
Weber defines " religion in its subjective sense as the awe which man has for powers (be they imaginary or real) of which he believes that they have a decided influence upon his fate * * * and in its objective sense it is the whole
growth of conceptions, ceremonies, and institutions which have originated from this reverent awe." Accordingly religion is i, luill,
Strassburg, characterizes Religion in

the will to live;

viz.,

2,

conception or idea, viz., a conception of

and
and moral teacher, in so far as they are subjectively sinone and the same person. Even to-day many congregations may be found in which the clergyman is eo ipso the man of
learning and the physician, just as it has been in ancient
Egypt, India, and Gaul. The methods of these men from the medicine man to the philosopher, necessarily change with a change of
their conceptions of the powers upon which existence depends, but
their ultimate end is the same.
law-giver, the philosopher, the

naturalist
cere, are

Self preservation accordingly

is

the

main source

of religion: of

the lowest superstitions as well as of the highest form of philosophical
Religion, philosophy,

religions.

their origin, identical;

Religion

what

is

the will to live; philosophy, the will to know.

things, instead of being

and

and morals are with reference

Knowledge

governed by them ?
is

power,

is

fundamentally nothing

Moral conduct aspires

live.

But

know than the desire to govern the course of

science, or the search for knowledge,

but the will to

to

they are branches of one and the same tree.

else is the desire to

to the

same end.

All

"religious practice," just as philosophy is
"religious theory." Even pure morals is a religion; " morals without

morals, therefore, are

any religious basis
Professor

is

Weber

self-delusion or

Man's religion changes as his conception of the power,
upon which his existence depends is changed; but the main spring
of religion, "the will to live," remains the same, unless we say
that it is changed by this change of religious conceptions which, if
purified by higher ideas, by science, and by a more comprehensive
knowledge, is elevated and ennobled so that the mere will to live
becomes the will to live well.
Wille
Wille zum Leben " becomes
zum Guten."
Professor Weber's sketch is written from a strictly impartial
standpoint; an orthodox Christian can read it as well as a freethinker, without taking offense.
Professor Weber refrained from
drawing the last consequences in reference to the burning religious
questions of the day.
We should have been glad to hear his opinReligion.

'

'

'

'

JOB.

knew Persian and HeHebrew book of Job. The myste-

father who, besides Arabian, also

brew, had a favorite book, the

overwhelming grandeur, the poetical sublimity of
marvelous book made an extraordinary impression on the
thoughtful and, at the same time, deeply-feeling man.
rious depth, the
this

He had

been for some time past particularly devoting himself

when I (then seven years old) was seized
by
I recovered so slowly, that I was kept
from going to school for the length of a half a year.
Now, whether it was that father was so full of his subject, that
he could not refrain from imparting some of it even to me, the
young boy; or whether it was that, at the beginning, he only
wanted to make me acquainted with the two first chapters of the
book, which are well adapted to a child's comprehension suffice
it to say, that he began explaining his favorite book to me and
continued to do so from day to day until I had entirely recovered
and could again attend school, by which time we had arrived at
These seventeen chapters I
the close of the seventeenth chapter.
had learned so attentively and joyfully, that I could recite them by
to the

study of this book,

a sickness from which

—

Had

heart.

not father given himself

the sublime contents accessible

Had

to

all

my

possible pains to

childish

make

understanding?

beamed with joy while instructing me? How
be otherwise than diligent? How would it have been posme not to catch a spark of his glowing enthusiasm?

not his face

could

I

sible for

At that period (on a beautiful sunny day, but which, for father,
proved a very dark day indeed), father lost a dear friend. He
took me with him to the funeral, and I can still see the picture the
cemetery presented on that day: the numberless gray tombstones
all sides; the crowded multitude as pale, still,
and immovable as the tombstones themselves, but especially the
Iman who, looking as if transfigured, and pointing to the new grave
on which the sunbeams fell, exclaimed enthusiastically: "Look,
the sun shines on the grave; the graves of the earth are not dark,
are not without hope; for heavenly light and heavenly comfort

surrounding us on

reach even

On

humbug."

then shortly reviews the different stages of

'

My

its

powers upon which our existence, and our fate, and future welfare
depends; and 3, certain actions or conduct by which man hopes to
gain the favor of those powers so as to gain the end of his will.
The medicine man of the savage, the necromancer, the magician, the priest, the theologian

would be valuable as that of an impas-

are confident that the conclusions

Prof.

different seeds,

culture, should

We

drawn from
Weber's proposition will prove him to be in harmony with
the aim and work of The Open Court. We call special attention
to the fact that Prof. Weber does not mention the belief in the
Unknowable, or in anything supernatural among the essential
features of religion.
The words supernatural, and unknowable do
not even occur in his pamphlet; and yet the subject is treated exhaustively, although in a concise form, and covers the whole ground
of all that can be considered as general features of religion,
p. c.

the rest.

management and

there was for

It
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sionate scholar and enquirer into the profoundest problems of the

Some simply wished to root away the weeds;
Some counselled prayer, and others counselled spoil;
Some sought the prophets of the new-born creeds;
Till choice of varied crops

COURT.

down to them."
way home (father walking

our

slowly and silently and

Iman joined us.
them spoke. The Iman did not try to
consolation
may soothe the
well knowing that

leading me, as was his custom, by the hand) the

For a long time neither
console his friend,
heart

when already

wounds;

of

healing,

but not while yet bleeding from fresh

— and father was entirely absorbed in his grief.

said to me:

"Come, my

child, into

At

last father

our midst and recite to us the

Speak in a loud and clear
word of it." I began:
" Man born of woman, is of few days and full of trouble.
He Cometh forth like a flower and is cut down; he fleeth as a
shadow and continueth not. And dost thou, (God), open thine
eyes upon such a one, and bringest /«:• into judgment with M«,'
and so on to the end of the chapter.
Such words at such an hour, coming as they did from the
fourteenth chapter of the book of Job.

voice! I will hear every

1
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must have had a powerful effect, for, looking up
to the Iman, I saw that his eyes were wet with tears.
I dared not
then look up to father until, an hour later, we entered our house.

mouth

of a child,

THE
One day

I sat at school,

who was sometimes allowed

me

KISS.

and

my

little

three year old brother

accompany me

to

thither, sat beside

with an expression in his large, earnest eyes, as

standing everything that was being taught,

our servants, with tears
Arriving there,

in

we were

if

pall,

except his face.

but there reigned such
silent

Many

stillness, as if

and solemn, and men become

One

brother in his arms and, bending

my

Then,

heart, the old

"As by

man

all

covered

people were standing about,

there was no one by: Death

so, too, in his

of those assembled, a venerable old

kiss grandfather.

is

august presence.

man, took

my

little

down low with him, made him

in a voice

which

is

still

re-echoing in

said:

the kiss, which the child gave to the deceased,

beginning and

of

and called us home.

his eyes, entered

taken silently to the large room, and,

there on the floor, lay the dead body of grandfather

with a

fully under-

when suddenly one

life's

end met and touched, as it were; so meet and
join the end of passing life and the beginning of life eternal.
There is
no death he who has ceased to live, has been born to life everlasting.
life's

:

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*
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Professor, whom she
found in his study, and asked in a merry voice if he
could not aid her in playing a joke upon her kindhearted, yet unmanageable, neighbor.
"He collects
all sorts of antiquities," she said, " and I should like
to get him something rare that he would like.
But
nobody must know that I have anything to do with it,
himself least of all."
The Professor promised to think of something.
Some time afterwards he placed in Laura's hands
a small torn volume, that looked reduced to a pitiful

Laura went

at once to the

"They are single copies of old popular songs,"
said he, " that at some time or other have been bound
state.

together.
little

book

I

is

hit

upon them by

a lucky accident.

valuable; totheamateur

The

worth is beyond
Do not be dis-

its

proportion greater than the price.
turbed at its bad appearance. Fritz will take out the
separate songs, and arrange them in order in his collection.
I am convinced you could not make him a

present that would please him better."
" He shall have it," said Laura, contented, " but

he

shall suffer for
It

was a

pieces

it

nevertheless."

fine collection:

there were some, very rare

among them, an entirely unknown edition

of the

ballad

of the unfortunate Knight Tanhauser,
the
ballad of the Robber Toss Bowl, and a great many
other charmmg selections. Laura carried the book

and carefully cut the thread of the bound
which held them loosely together. She then
sat down to her writing-table, and commenced an
anonymous correspondence, which was made necessary by her father's tyranny, writing the following in a

upstairs,

sheets,

*

Translation copyrighted.

next three days.

The sender

will

be exceedingly grat-

Truly Yours
N. N." The song of Robber Toss Bowl was enclosed
with this letter.
ified

if

you

will enter into this pleasantry.

It was five minutes after nine by the Doctor's watch,
which was confirmed by later investigations, when
this letter was brought into his room; the barometer

was

rising;

light,

feathery clouds fleeted across the

and the moon's pale crescent shone forth from
among them. The Doctor opened the letter, the
green-tinted paper of which contrasted with the old
printed sheet, yellow with age, that accompanied it.
He unfolded the yellow sheet hastily, and read:
sky,

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

CHAPTER

" Dear Doctor, an unknown person
disguised hand:
sends you this song for your collection; he has thirty
more like these, which are intended for you, but only
on certain conditions. First, you are to preserve
towards every one, whoever it may be, inviolate secrecy in the matter. Secondly, you are to send for
every poem another written by yourself, on any subject, addressed to O. W., at the Post-office.
Thirdly,
if you are willing to agree to this compact, walk past
No. 10 Park street, with a flower in your button-hole,
about three o'clock in the afternoon on one of the

" Stortebecker

De rowten
"

und Godecke Michael,

alle

beede."

Godecke Michael and To.'is Bowl, Knight,
They fought all day and they fought all night."

There was no doubt it was the original low German text
of the famous ballad, which had hitherto been lost to
He was as
the world, that lay bodily before him.
pleased as a child with a Christmas-box. Then he
read the letter, and when he came to the end, he read
it again.
He laughed. It was clearly all a roguish
But from whom? His thoughts turned first to
jest.
Laura, but she had only the evening before treated
him with cold contempt. Use was not to be thought
of, and such playful mischief was very unlike the ProWhat did the house No. 10 mean? The
fessor.
young actress who lived there was said to be a very
charming and enterprising young lady. Was it possible she could have any knowledge of folk-songs, and,
the Doctor could not help thinking, a tender feeling
The good Fritz chanced to step before
for himself?
the mirror for a moment, and he at once uttered an
inward protest against the possibility of such an idea,
and, laughing, he went back to his writing-table and
to his popular song.

He

could not enter into the

was clear, but it was a pity. He laid
the Robber Toss Bowl aside, and returned to his work.
After a time, however, he took it up again. This valuable contribution had been sent to him, at all events,
without any humiliating condition; perhaps he might
be allowed to keep it. He opened a portfolio of old
folk-songs, and placed it in its order as if it had been
his own.
Having laid the treasure in its proper place,
pleasantry, that

XHK OPEK
he restored the portfolio to the bookshelf, and thought,
a matter of indifference where the sheet lies.
In this way the Doctor argued with himself till
Shortly before three o'clock he came
after dinner.
If it was only the joke of an intimate
to a decision.
acquaintance, he would not spoil it; and if there had
been some other motive, it must soon come to light.
Meanwhile, he might keep the document, but he
it is

would not
of the

treat

it

as his

own

possession

sender and his object was

the

first

his

unknown

place,

communicate

clear.

this

He

the right

must, in

view of the case

After he had

friend.

till

made

to

the neces-

sary compromise

between his conscience and his
he fetched a flower out of his
conservatory, placed it in his button-hole, and

love of collecting,
father's

walked out into the
at the

windows

street.

of the hostile

He

looked suspiciously

house, but Laura was

not to be seen, for she had hid behind the curtains,

and snapped her

when she saw

fingers at the success of her jest

the

flower in his buttonhole.

The

Doctor was embarrassed when he came in front of the
house appointed. The situation was humiliating, and
he repented of his covetousness. He looked at the
window of the lower story, and behold! the young
He looked at her inactress was standing close to it.
telligent countenance and attractive features, took off
his hat courteously, and was weak enough to blush;
the young lady returned the civility tendered by the
well-known son of the neighboring house. The Doctor
continued his walk some distance beyond; there appeared to him something strange in this adventure. The
presence and greeting of the actress at the window
He could
certainly did not appear to be accidental.
not get rid of his perplexity; only one thing was quite
clear to him, he was for the present in possession of
the ballad of the Robber Toss Bowl.
As his qualms of conscience did not cease, he debated with himself for two days whether he should
enter upon any further interchange of letters; on the
Thirty balthird he silenced his remaining scruples.
the temptation was overpowlads, very old editions
ering! He looked up his own attempts in rhyme,
examined and cast
effusions of his own lyrical period,
them aside. At last he found an innocent romance
which in no manner exposed him; he copied it, and
accompanied it by a few lines in which he made it a
condition that he should consider himself only the

—

—

guardian of the songs.

Some days

afterwards he received a second packet;

was a priceless monastery ditty, in which the virtues
of roast Martinmas goose were celebrated. It was accompanied by a note which contained the encouraging
words: "Not bad; keep on."
Again Laura's figure rose before his eyes, and he
laughed right heartily at the Martinmas goose. This

it
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also was an old edition of which there was no record.
This time he selected an ode to Spring from his
poems and addressed it, as directed, to O. W.
The Professor was astonished that the Doctor kept
silence about the book of ballads, and expressed this
to Use,

who was

"He

is

him badly.

partly in the secret.

bound not to speak," she said; "she treats
But as it is he, there is no danger in the

joke for the bold

girl."

But Laura was happy in her game of chess with
masked moves. She put the Doctor's poem carefully into her private album, and she thought that the
Hahn poetry was not so bad after all; nay, it was admirable.
But even more gratifying to her sportiveness than the correspondence, was the thought that
the Doctor was to be forced into a little affair of sentiment with the actress. When she met him again at
Use's, and one of those present was extolling the
talent of the young lady, she spoke without embarrassment, and without turning to the Doctor, of the
of the actress, that once, when an adshe did not like, had proposed to serenade
her, she had placed her little dog at the window with
a night-cap on, and that she had a decided preference

curious
mirer,

whims

whom

for the

company

of strolling

apprentices, and could

converse with them in the most masterly

way

in the

dialect of her province.

The unsuspecting Doctor began to reflect. Was it
then really the actress who, without his knowing it,
was in correspondence with him?
This gave Fritz a certain

Once when Laura was

tacit respect for the lady.

sitting with her

mother

at

the play watching the actress, she perceived Fritz

Hahn

in the

box opposite.

She observed

that he

was

looking fixedly through his opera-glass at the stage,
and sometimes broke out in loud applause. She had
evidently succeeded in putting

him upon the wrong

track.

Meanwhile he discovered that the unknown correspondent knew more than how to write addresses.
Laura had looked through the songs and studied the
text of the old poem of the Knight Tanhauser, who
had lingered with Venus in the mountain, and she
sent the ballad with the following lines:

"While reading through

this

song

I

was overcome

with emotion and horror at the meaning of the old
poetry.

What,

in the opinion of the poet,

the soul of poor Tanhauser?

He had

became

of

broken away

from Venus, and had returned penitent to the Christian faith; and when the stern Pope said to him, 'It
is as little possible for you to be saved as for the staff
that I hold in my hand to turn green,' he returned
But
to Venus and her mountain in proud despair.
afterwards the staff in the hands of the Pope did turn
green, and it was in vain that he sent his messengers
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to fetch the knight back.

What was

the singer's view

Tanhauser's return to evil? Would the Eternal
love and mercy' still forgive the poor man, although
he had for the second time surrendered himself up to
of

'

tered into a learned discussion.

From

this

day the

secret correspondence attained an importance for both

the old poet so liberal-minded

Laura and Fritz which they had little thought of in
the beginning; for Laura now ventured, when she
could not satisfy herself on any subject, or took a se-

woman

cret interest in anything, to impart to her neighbor

Or is Tanhauser now, in his eyes,
eternally lost? and was the green staff only to show
that the Pope was to bear the blame? I should be

thoughts which hitherto had been confined to her

the temptress?

Was

that he considered the return to the heathen

pardonable?

as

glad to hear your explanation of this. I think the
poem very beautiful and touching, and, when one

thoroughly enters into its spirit, there is powerful
poetry in the simple words. But I feel much disturbed about the fate of Tanhauser. Your N. N."

The Doctor answered immediately:
"It

and

is

sometimes

difficult,

from the deep feeling

terse expressions of olden poetry, to understand

the fundamental idea of the poet; and most difficult of
a poem which has been handed down for centuby popular tradition, and in which changes in the
words and meaning must certainly have taken place.
all in

ries

The

first

idea of the song, that mortals dwell in the

mountains with the old heathen gods rests on a notion
which originated in ancient times. The idea that the

God

of Christians is

more merciful than

his represent-

on earth has been rooted in Germany since the
time of the Hohenstaufens. One may refer the origin
tative

of the

poem

to that period.

It

probably attained the

form in which it is now handed down to us, about the
middle of the fifteenth century, when the opposition to the hierarchy in Germany was general, both
among high and low. The grand idea of this opposition was that the priests cannot forgive sins, and
that only repentance, atonement, and elevation of the
heart to God can avail. The copy which you have so
kindly sent me, is of the early period of Luther, but
we know that the song is older, and we possess various
texts, in some of which it is more prominently set forth
that Tanhauser after his second fall might still trust
But undoubtedly in the text you
in the divine mercy.
have sent me the singer considers poor Tanhauser as
lost if he did not liberate himself from the power of
Venus, but that he might be saved if he did. According to popular tradition he remained with her. The
great and elevating thought that man may shake off
the trammels of past sin may be discovered in this
poem, the poetical value of which I place as high
as you do."
When Laura received this answer, Gabriel was
again her confidential messenger, she jumped up
with joy from her writing-table. She had with Use
grieved over poor Tanhauser, and given her friend a
copy of the poem; now she ran down to her with the
Doctor's letter, proud that, by means of a childish
joke, at which Use had shaken her head, she had en-

—

—

and the Doctor discovered with astonishment and pleasure a female mind of strong and
original cast, which sought to obtain clear views from
him, and unfolded itself to him with unusual confidence.
These feelings might be discovered in his
poems, which were no longer taken out of the portfolio, but assumed a more personal character.
Laura's eyes moistened as she read the pages in which he
expressed in verse his anxiety and impatience to
become acquainted with his unknown correspondent.
The feeling evinced in his lines was so pure, and
one saw in them the good and refined character of the
man so clearly that one could not fail to place full confidence in him.
The old popular songs, in the first
writing-table,

became gradually only the
accompaniments of the secret correspondence, and the
wings of Laura's enthusiastic soul soared over golden
clouds, whilst Mr. Hummel growled below and Mr.
instance the main object,

Hahn

suspiciously

awaited fresh attacks from the

enemy.

But this poetical relation with the neighbor's son,
which had been established by Laura's enterprising
spirit, was exposed to the same danger that threatens
all poetic moods
of being at any moment destroyed
by rude reality. The Doctor was never to know that
she was his correspondent, the daughter of the
enemy whom he daily met, the childish girl who
quarreled with him in Use's room about bread and
butter and almonds. When they met, he was always
as before the Doctor with the spectacles, and she the
Hummel, who had more of her falittle snappish
ther's ill manners than Gabriel would admit.
The
sulking and teasing between them went on every day
Nevertheless, it was inevitable that a
as formerly.
warm feeling should sometimes beam in Laura's eyes,
and that the friendly disposition with which she
really regarded the Doctor should sometimes be be-

—

—

trayed in a passing word.

Fritz, therefore,

labored

under an uncertainty over which he secretly laughed,
but which, nevertheless, tormented him. When he
received the well-disguised handwriting he always saw
Laura before him; but when he met his neighbor at
his friend's she succeeded, by mocking remarks and
shy reserve, in perplexing him again. Necessity compelled her to this coquetry, but it acted upon him each
time like a cold blast; and then it struck him, it can
not be Laura, is it the actress?

—

{To be continued.^
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GEORG VON GIZYCKI.

W.

D. Gunning's essay Katzenjammer, in No. I, is a
sprightly, half humorous, half serious lay sermon, sending shafts
of light into the dark recesses of the mind.
Katzenjammer is a

In Nos. 25 and 26 is presented a very scientilic article entitled " Determinism versus Indeterminism," by Georg Von

German word, which means cat-sickness, and denotes a malady of
body and mind which results from night-lite. The owl, the nightliawk, the whip-poor-will and all the felines are night-prowlers.
Men also have gone astray with the cats and become nocturnal;
even Socrates, with all his virtues was somewhat addicted to Katzenjammer. Katzenjammer was a large factor in the decline of
Athens and the chief factor in the fall of Rome. What a Katzenjammer's-band was that of Cataline! What Katzenjammer was that
of Nero fiddling in the light of burning Rome! Struggle for life

This

Mr.

drove one member of a certain family higher into the air,
and another into the ground. The sun-seeker gained in eye and
brain, the earth-burrower lost its eyes and retained only brain
enough to guide it through the ground. Such are the fates of the
mole and the bat. Igdrasil the tree of life has been pushing its
human fruit inward to the shade. We want a peripheral humanity
lit by beams of science and sweetened and mellowed by active rays
of the sun of righteousness.
C. K.

WHIPPLE.

"Progressive Orthodoxy," by C. K. Whipple, in No. 25, is
a very keen and rather sarcastic censure on " The American

Board

of Commissioners

" Board" declined to
to

for

Foreign

Missions."

The

said

comply with the request of their missionaries
in the plan of saving the savages. These

make a few changes

innocents,

it

was experienced, object

in

an absurd benevolence

to

the plan of eternal damnation, so as to be lost for Christianity.

Mr. Whipple, it seems, did not consider that the Board could not
have acted otherwise, for it would have been an outright confession that the savages had converted the missionaries, a most illogical and very improper thing to do.
GUSTAV FREYTAG.

Commencing with No. 22 is a philosophic novel by Gustav
Freytag. In this refined and interesting story the reader becomes
acquainted with some strongly marked personalities, and hears
from them some rich and rare philosophy. "What is the object of
philosophy.'" says Frau Rollmaus to the Professor.
" It endeavors to instruct men in the life of their own spirit,
and thus to strengthen and improve them."
In the actions, conversation, and adventures of the characters
we see this philosophy guiding, teaching and improving them
and us. Here through the easy and pleasant method of novel
reading we learn the secret inspiration which produces those
wonderful phenomena, which hitherto have been considered the
mysteries of life here we see destiny directed and controlled by
law, and all the phenomena of natural and physical life are comprehended as phases of one and the same. This monism or conception of the oneness of all life and all nature pervades all pages
of this wonderful work of fiction.
GEN. M. M. TRUMBULL.
;

Gizycki, Professor of Philosophy at the University of Berlin.
is in answer to Professor William James of Harvard Uniwho, in a lecture published in the Unitafian Review, had
maintained the doctrine of indeterminism.
The whole inquiry

versity,

relates to the

plained

Freedom of

the Will, and the terms are thus ex-

:

" The question whether the actions of the will are phenomena
which act in conformity to a law, admits of only two answers
yes and no.
The philosophic theory which holds that they do, has been
called Determinism; that which says they do not is known as

Indeterminism^

The argument, which is deeply philosophical throughout,
in some parts of it a demonstration, proceeds upon the theory
that the human will is under the control of law, and that its
actions are detcrminedhy necessity; that Freedom of the Will is
and

never an accident, nor the ofl^spring of caprice; that the reformation of an evil-doer is made by surrounding him with conditions
whose laws will compel his will to act in the right way.
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In No. 25 Gen. Trumbull has an article on " The Value of
Doubt in the Study of History." He shows the tendency of historic writing toward exaggeration and falsehood; and he advises
teachers to strengthen the minds of pupils by the exercise of

Much

by our
famous generals is as fabulous as the legend of Romulus and
Remus. It is written by men interested in their own story, and
therefore it comes under the suspicion cast upon it by the ordinary rules of evidence. " This war history," says Gen. Trumbull,

doubt.

of the history of the late

war

as written

woven out of camp-fire yarns." "I-ike the feet of Chinese chil"our minds were crippled in infancy, and many of
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"is

dren," he says,

they would have been
doubt."
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sites in the intestines

and

flesh of animals,

and

in

plants; aiding or injuring their hosts, as the case

may

be.

They

lie

dormant

in a particle of dust, a

legion in number. They roam free and unconfined
in a drop of water, to them a world.
Infinite in
number, variety of size and manner of appearance,
the same beings that the unaided vision of man
cannot alone discover, form no unimportant factor
in the construction of continents and in the conthe simplest

known forms

of

life,

They

are

and every

contri-

mode

of ex-

Charles H. Kerr

&

and scientists in general.
M. Alfred Binet, the collaborator of Ribot and
and one of the most eminent representatives
of the the French School of Psychology, has pre
F^r^,

sented in this series of articles the results of the
most recent investigation into this department of
Life.
Every phenomenon that the improved
methods of microscopic research have shown to be
indicative of an exercise of intelligence, will, or
feeling in these minute beings is fully discussed
and analyzed. M. Binet has added much by these

articles to the psychology of the microscopic world;
he has opposed many theories, confirmed others,
and advanced many conclusions of his own. The
correspondence elicited in France by these essays
will be published at the conclusion of the series.
The articles have been translated from the Revue
Philosophiqite, and the original cuts procured from

EGER,

Professor of the Polytechnic School and Sworn
Translator of the Ministerial Depart-

joc.
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Kingdom of the Protozoans, the minute organisms revealed to us by the aid of the microscope. They inhabit the water we drink, the
food we eat, the air we breathe. They live as para-
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Mr. Conway here discusses a subject that the
present Centenary Era renders timely and interesting. The glorious immunities of civil liberty
that our ancestors wrested from the grasp of feudal

50.

In Nos. 49 and 50 The Open Court publishes a
paper upon Mr. Alcott's conversations, read by Mrs.
Ednah D. Cheney before the Memorial Meeting of
the Concord School of Philosophy. Mrs. Cheney's
recollections of Mr. Alcott lead us back as far as

the year 1840. The reminiscences cover almost a
century of Mr. Alcott's intellectual life.
Abstracts are given of his conversations, incidents
described in which noted contemporaries figured,

half a

and anecdotes told illustrative of Mr. Alcott's life
and thought.
Wheelbarrow, in No. 52, contributes an additional reminiscence of this ** amiable philosopher
and venerable man."

